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KHAM DIALECT NOTES 
 
Introduction 
 
Between 1994 to 1996 I lived for ten months or so as a volunteer English 
teacher among the monks of Dzogchen Monastery in India, who were at that 
time mostly from the Kham region of East Tibet.  It was then that I first 
realised the substantial gap between the pronunciation I had been learning 
from cassettes accompanying various Tibetan courses, which all used the 
standard Lhasa dialect, and what the people around me actually spoke.   
 
This was a frustrating experience for me.  For want of any written materials 
that could help, I resorted to "translating" and very freely adapting parts of a 
Tibetan handbook that I happened to have with me  into Kham dialect with 
the help of several of the monks, who were at the same time rapidly picking 
up English in my lessons.   
 
Some of the resultant material is included here, in the hope that it might 
prove of interest and use to others who find themselves in a similar position, 
although these days there are generally more resources available for students 
of Tibetan. 
 
Some further conversation pieces as well as vocabulary lists of everyday 
items are based on those that Tulku Dakpa Gyaltsen used for his informal 
classes in Brussels when he first visited there, with my thanks to him. 
 
As the material here is derived from speakers who come from different parts 
of Kham (in particular, the Dzogchen and Trehor areas) it is, I am afraid, 
bound to be a bit of a "thugpa" or hotchpotch.  However, where I am 
reasonably sure that a word or phrase is from a particular area I have 
indicated as much. 
 
In deference to the opinion of some that it is not a good idea for beginners to 
learn Kham dialect before having a grasp of standard Tibetan I have 
deliberately not presented these notes in Wylie or any other transliterated 
form (apart from comments in the pronunciation section), but have left them 
in Tibetan script.  I vividly remember finding myself in heated debates with 
some lamas and other students over whether the (conservative and 
standardised) language of the Dharma might not be corrupted by spreading 
knowledge and acceptance of everyday, spoken dialect.  
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I can see their point, especially considering the comparative weakness in 
provision of standardising mass-media in Tibetan. On the other hand, 
although I have not found that the actual vocabulary of Dharma teachings 
varies much according to where a teacher comes from, it is a fact perhaps 
not quite so noticeable to native Tibetan speakers that Dharma teachers' 
pronunciation and syntax  often differ enough to cause confusion for foreign 
learners. Therefore I believe that an understanding of dialect can be very 
helpful for non-native learners even in Dharma contexts.   
 
In ordinary life, for those who want to travel in Kham or just spend time in 
the company of Khampas, being limited to what you might call "Dharma 
speech" means that it is very hard to get by in Tibetan, let alone participate 
fully in ordinary conversations.   
 
So, I hope these notes will be of some benefit, even though they are just 
based on personal observation and conversation rather than the fruit of any 
serious academic research. 
  
I intend to continue adding to and amending this section over time, and if I 
ever get the opportunity to visit Kham myself, no doubt there will be 
extensive revisions as a result. 
 
Karen Liljenberg 
London 2006
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Some features of Kham Ke: 
Pronunciation 
 

GA-  chu (high tone, schwa vowel - see below) (kyi in Lhasa) 
L-  sha  (cha  in Lhasa) 

*-  ,-  shya (kya/cha in Lhasa) 

+-  .-  zhya (gya/cha in Lhasa) 

/-  nya (very high tone) 

Vowels which are long in Lhasa pronunciation tend to be shortened or 
become like the English unaccented "schwa" vowel (which, in the 
international phonetic alphabet, is written as "ə") in Kham, so that 

HA-  and  ( sound very similar, (though not actually identical) for example, 

and even o and a can be very similar, as in 
\%-  which can sound like "lang" or "long". 

 
Grammar 
 

A J  or  A A or  A 
Three possible ways of writing this particle, which is used in questions 
instead of   
0?-   and $?-   the interrogative particles used in Lhasa dialect.  The vowel, 

again, is the "schwa" vowel of unaccented English.  Since my Tibetan 
informants most often wrote it the first way, I have mostly used that spelling 
here.  It precedes the verbal auxiliary rather than following it.  Eg. - )-  :,%-  =J-  

A J- ;A/, Will you have (lit: drink) some tea? 
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Another particle used in place of Lhasa GA- $A-  IA-   
to link verbs with their auxiliaries especially, it seems, for the future tense, is 

= J as in :PR- = J-  ;A/, I will go. 

Lhasa GA- $A-   IA-  are also replaced by what my Tibetan friends wrote  as ??-   

or ? to link action verbs and their auxiliaries in the present tense, as in:  =?-  

!-  & A- =? - ??-  ;R., What work are you doing?   

This particle is pronounced "zee" (like the American English letter Z)   or 
"zu" ( with "ə", the schwa vowel) 
 
 
:$-   often replaces Lhasa  :.$ 
 
For the past tense 9A or  29A is used rather than Lhasa  0-  or 2-   as in 

HR. -  / 3?-  ;R%-  9A- ;A/, When did you come? 

Also used very often in the past tense is -  ?R%  as an auxiliary. 

%-  @ - $R-  ?R%, I understand (literally, I understood) 

Yet another very common verbal auxiliary to show the past tense is ,?-  

as in :. A-  1/ -  (. -  %-  @ - $R-  3- ,?, Up to now I haven't understood 

But it also seems to mean "has come" in the following example: 
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%: A-  :PR- </ -  ,?, It's time for me to go (lit: my go time has come?) 

Note its use in the colloquial greeting !-  A J- ,?, Literally, "Are you tired?"  

which perhaps would more strictly be spelled . !:-  A J- ,?, 

 
I noted the use of  ;R%-   and   :PR-   
in what amounts to a passive sense, as follows: 
%-  2?. - ;R%-  $A- <J., I will be killed 

%-  9- :PR-  $A- <J., I will be eaten 

 

General 
 
Honorific language8J-  ? as my informants called it, is used a lot less in Kham 

than in Lhasa.  Consequently, when it is used, it seems to carry more 
deliberate weight and meaning. 
 
These are the pronouns you will meet most often: 
 
%-   HR. -   #R-  3R-  %- 5S-   HR. -  5S-  #R- 5S 

@ R-   is used in the Hor area for "you". 

i3? -   is a frequent plural ending for both nouns and pronouns. 
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<%-   is habitually added to pronouns, adding a little emphasis, but nothing 

like as much as the English "self". 
 
% J. -  (- $ is "we" when some of "us" are absent at the time of speaking. 

.2-  (- $ (spelling?) is "we" when "we" are all present at the time of 

speaking.  I think these last two pronouns are probably quite geographically 
limited in their use, but am not sure. 
 
A few comparisons between Lhasa words (on the left) and Kham (on the 
right): 
 
$-  <J,      & A, what 

$-  0<,   $- /, where 

$-  .?,   / 3?, when 

:. A<,   :. A-  /, here 

 
In general, as may be seen from the above short list, knowledge of classical, 
written Tibetan helps to understand many of the words still used in Kham.  
 
 
 
Everyday vocabulary  
In some cases the Tibetan spelling is tentative because the word is rarely written down, 
and I have left a few rather strange-looking spellings given to me by Tibetans because 
they are at least phonetically accurate, occasionally giving my own best guess at what the 
standard Tibetan spelling would be.  Where I am not completely sure of an English 
translation I have left a question mark. 
 
food and drink      
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(-   water 

)-   tea 

3<-  butter 

:R- 3-  milk 

>-   meat 

4B=-  fat 

<- 0-  bone(s) 

2$- =J2-   bread 

PR- 8A2-   flour 

:V?-  rice 

$3-   oil 

24 S%-  onion 

}R- 5=-  vegetable(s) 

D  salt 
 

.3<- D-  chilli (?) 

@ R%- D-  chilli (Hor) 

(%-  beer 

A- <$-  alcohol 
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:R- )-  milk tea 

)- /$-  black tea 

K%- #-  buttermilk 

3<- # after you boil milk, this is the stuff you get on top! 

8R-  yoghurt  

K%- 8R  yogurt made from buttermilk (i.e. very thin) 

(- 5- 0R-  hot water 

(- P%- 3R-  cold water 

 #R=- (-  boiled water 

(- :H$?-  ice(?), very cold water 

:V?- $4S? - 3-  boiled rice 

$8R/- 0-  raw, unripe 

:V?- $8R/- 0 dry/uncooked rice 

2d R-  fry (verb) 

 
kitchen  equipment 
 

,2- !-  cooker/stove 

\R$- ,2-  electric cooker 

$3- ,2-  gas stove 
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*R$- 3$R-   ladle 

9%?- =A-  cauldron, pan 

@ A- =A-   kettle (?) 

,<- 3-  spoon 

#$- #J<-  spoon (Kham only?) 

(- :,R/-   tap 

\R$- $A- :V? - $4 S? electric rice cooker 

5K<- 3d R- ?- 9%?- =A-   frying pan 

:,R/- |3-   drawer 

5K<- *R$-  a smaller kind of ladle 

5- .3-  thermos 

3R$- O2-  momo maker 

5K<- 3-  fried food (veg, or meat) 

5K<- 2+2-  chopping knife/cleaver 

PA-  knife 

(- 5$-  water strainer/filter 

)- 5$-  tea strainer 
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PR- 5$ -  sieve (for flour, etc,) 

. R/- *$-  shelf 

 
 
Furniture and shrine articles 
 
23- 0-  vase 

!- 2-  pillar 

1.- {R%-  serkyem (protectors' offering) bowl 

3(R.- {R%-  butter lamp vessel 

2./- 5<-  (7)shrine offering bowls 

3J- + R$-  flower 

>A%- + R$-  fruit 

#J<- 3-  plate 

.<- .!<-    (Kham only?) katag /silk offering-scarf 

&R$- l J-  table 

b- 2*$-  chair 

*=- $./-  bed (?) 

?- $./-  carpet (?) 

>=- .3-  bottle 

28$?- OA-  throne 
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.$- ;A$- . J2 -  dictionary 

\R$-  light 

{- 0<-  photo 

{- #%-  photo frame 

,3- #$-  bag 

%R- + A-  volume/scripture 

/$- &3-  blackboard 

;A$- #$-  envelope  
.!<- #%-  window (written) 

<2- $??-  window (Kham/ spoken) 

5- \R$-  (electric) heater 

P%- \R$-  fridge 

 
Clothes 
 

E- 3R-   hat 

UJ%- 3-  mala 

/%- IR/-  vest (?) 

.%=- =/-  sweatshirt (?) 

!R.- ,% shirt 
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{J- <$-  belt 

b%- ,%-  (spelling -tung?) trousers (tumo? Kham) 

z3-   shoe 

z3- 1R$?-  leggings/gaiters 

b%- >2?-  socks (pugu? Kham) 

29/-  shawl. 

>3- ,2?-  monk's/nun's lower garment 

!R.- :$$-  lamas'/monks'/nuns' sleeveless tunic (?) 

%%- $./-  apron 

*=- (?-  bedclothes 

1A- #J2-  (colloquial) coverlet/quilt 

5- <A-   lambskin clothes 

7- E-   fox-fur hat 

0$?- 4$-  sheepskin chuba 

=$- >2? -  glove 

!R.- $R?-  upper-body clothes 

(.- $R?-  lower body clothes 

1- .%-   sleeve 
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Some basic conversations  
(suitable for role plays, substitution drills, etc) 
 
Greetings and small talk. 
 
(1) 

%R/- ;, 2. J- 3R- A- ;A/, 
(literally:) Brother! Are you well?  
 

2. J- 3R- ;A/, HR.- 2.J- 3R- A- ;A/,  
I'm fine (lit.well).  How are you? 
 

2. J- 3R- ;A/,  
I'm fine. 
 
 
(Other possible responses:) 
 

2. J- 3R- 3A/-, 
I'm not well. 
 

.0J- 2. J- 3R- ;A/,  
I'm very well. 
 

.- :S- :S- ;A/, 
I'm so-so/not so good. 
_____________________________________________________________
_________________ 
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(2) 

2N- >A?- 2. J- =J$?,  
Hello. 
 

2. J- 3R- A- ;A/, 
Are you well? 
 

.- :S- :S- ;A/-,  
I'm so-so. 
 

&A- <J.,  
What is it?/What's wrong? 
 

3$R- /- ?? - :$ 
I've got a headache. 
 

3$R- %/-0-    A- /-  $A 
Does your head ache/hurt badly? 
 

3$R- %/- 0- 3A- /- $A 
(My )head doesn't hurt badly. 
 
_____________________________________________________________
_________________ 
(3) 
On the road  
!-  AJ-  ,?, (Lit:) Are you tired?  (But equivalent to "Hello!" and "How are 

you?" in one phrase) 
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#-  3- ,?, HR. - !-  ,?, (Lit:) I'm not tired.  Are you tired? (=I'm fine, how are 

you?) 
$-  / - :P R-  = J- ;A/, Where are you going? 

 
Names and relations
(1)

HR:A- A - 1- 3A%- =- &A- 9J<- =J- <J.-,  %:A- A- 1- 3A%- = - ?%- o?- 9J<- =J- <J., 
What is your father's name?   My father's name is Sangye. 
 

HR:A-A - 3 - 3A%- = - &A- 9J<- =J- <J.-, %:A- A- 3- 3A%- = -1R= - 3 - 9J<- =J- <J., 
 
What is your mother's name?   My mother's name is Drolma. 
 

HR.- =- %/ - 3(.- & A- 5.- ;R.,  %- =- %/- 3(.- 2- $*A? - .%- 2- 3R- 

$&A$- !J- $?3- ;R.,  
How many brothers and sisters do you  have? I have three: two brothers 

and one sister. 
 

HR.- <%- =R- &A- 5.- ;A/,  %- =R- 2&R- s- ;A/, 
How old are you? I am fifteen years old. 
 

HR.- GA- %/- 3(.- 5 S- HR:A- (J- <J.- .3 - (%- <J.,  
Are your brothers and sisters older or younger than you? 
 
%:A- (J- 2- $&A$ .%- 2- 3R- $&A$- ;R.,  
I have one brother and one sister older than me. 
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_____________________________________________________________
_________ 

 
(2) 

HR:A- %/- ; - 3A%- = - &A- 9J<- =J- <J., 
What's your brother's name? 
 

%:A- %/- ;- 3A%- =- .2%- K$ - 9J<-=J- <J.-,  
My brother's name is Wangchug 
 

HR:A- YA%- 3R:A- 3A%- =- &A- 9J< -=J- <J.-, 
What's your sister's name? 
 

%:A- YA%- 3R:A- 3A%- = - 1R= - 3- 9J<- =J- <J.-, 
My sister's name is Drolma. 
 

HR:A- A - Y:A- 3A%- =- &A- 9J<- =J- <J.-, 
What's your (maternal) aunt's name? 
 

%:A- A- Y:A- 3A%- =- (R? - 1R/- 9J<- =J- <J.-, 
My aunt's name is Chodron. 
 

HR:A- A - 8%- 3A%- = - &A- 9J<- =J- <J.-, 
What's your (mat.) uncle's name? 
 

%:A- A-  8%- 3A%- =- 1/ - 5S$- 9J<- =J- <J.-, 
My uncle's name is Phuntsog 
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HR:A- A - /J:A-  3A%- =- &A- 9J<-=J- <J.-, 
What's your (paternal) aunt's name? 
 

%:A- A- /J:A-  3A%- = - .2%- 3R- 9J<- =J- <J.-, 
My aunt's name is Wangmo. 
 

HR:A- A - #:A- 3A%- =-  &A- 9J<-=J- <J.-, 
What's your (pat.)uncle's name? 
 

%:A- A- #:A- 3A%- = - 2. J- (J/- 9J<- =J- <J.-, 
My uncle's name is Dechen. 
 
__________________________________________________________ 

Getting to know people 
 
#R%- 1- ;=- $- /? - <J., 
Where is he from? 
 

HR.- 1- ;= - $- /?- ;A/, 
Where are you from? 

HR:A- %/- 3(J.- (%- >R? - =R- &A- 5.- <J.,  
How old is your younger (literally littlest) brother? 
 

#R%- =R- 28A- <J.-, 
He is four. 
 

HR:A- %/- 3(J.- (J- 2 - P - 2- AJ- <J.-,  
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Is your elder brother a monk? 
 

<J., #R%- P- 2- <J., 
Yes, he is a monk. 
 

HR?- /3- o/ - &A- 29R- ?- ;R., 
What do you (lit:usually) do? 
 

%- /3- o/- aR2- P- 8A$- =- :PR- ?- ;R., 
I (lit:usually)go to school. 
 

HR.- aR2- P - =- :6B/- 9 - &A- 5.- ;A/, 
What (lit: how much) class are you in at school? 
 

%- :6B/- 9- s - 0- ;A/,  
I am in the fifth class. 
 

HR:A- aR2- P- /%- =- aR2 - 5/- & A- 2a2 - ?- ;R.- <J., 
What lessons do you do (lit: learn in your) at school? 
 

%:A- aR2- P - =- 2R.- ;A$ - .%- .LA%- ;A$- 3- 2 + R$?- ;R.- 3 - <J., 
At school I only learn English and Tibetan. 
 
_____________________________________________________________

_________________ 
 
What does……do? 
(Alternative possible verbal auxiliaries given after the dots) 
 

HR:A- %/- ;? - &A- 29R- ?- ;R.- - - - - :.$ 
What does your brother do? 
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%:A- %/- ;?- aR2- .R%- 29R-?- :.$ 
My brother is a student (lit:studies) 
 

HR:A- YA%- 3R?- &A- 29R- ?- ;R.- - - - - :.$ 
What does your sister do? 
 

%:A- YA%- 3R?- (/- .R%- ?- :.$ 
My sister is studying medicine. 
 

HR:A- A - ;A? -GA? -  &A- 29R- ?- ;R., 
What does your grandmother do? 
 

%:A- A- ;A?- GA?- (R? - LJ.- ?- ;R.- - - - :.$ 
My grandmother practices Dharma. 
 

HR:A- A -$*J<-GA?-  &A- 29R- ?- ;R., 
What does your grandfather do? 
 

%:A- A- $*J<- GA? - K$- :5S- ?- ;R.- - - - :.$ - - - $ 
My grandfather watches the cattle/yaks/stock. 
 

HR:A- A - #- &A- 29R- ?- ;R., 
What does your uncle do? 
 

%:A- A- #?- 8A%- # - =? - ?- ;R., 
My uncle works in the fields. 
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HR?- .$R/- 0- =- =? - !- &A- 29R- ?- ;R., - - - - =?- ?- ;R.,  
What work do you do in the Monastery? 
 
 
Keeping in touch 
 
#R%- $A?- &A- 29R- ?-:.$ 
What is s/he doing? 
 

#R%- $A?- # - 0<- $+R%- $A- :.$ 
S/he is making a phone call. 
 

#- 0<- $- /- $+ R%- $A- :.$ 
Where is s/he phoning to? 
 

#- 0<- 2R.- =- $+ R%- $A- :.$ 
S/he is phoning Tibet. 
 

#R%- $A- PR$ -0R? -   &A- 29R- ?-:.$ 
What is his/her friend doing? 
 

#R%- $A- PR$ -0R? -;A- $J- $+ R%- $A- :.$ 
His/her friend is sending a letter. 
 

;A- $J- ?- =- $+ R%- $A- :.$ 
Who is he sending a letter to? 
 

;A- $J- #R- <%- % A- PR$? - 0R- =- $+R%- $A- :.$  
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He is sending a letter to his friend. 
 

#R:C- PR$? - 0R:C- 3A%- =- &A- 9J<-    =J- <J.-, 
What is his friend's name? 
 

#R:A- PR$? - 0R:A- 3A%- =- 2N- >A?-  9J< -=J- <J.-, 
His friend's name is Tashi. 
 
_____________________________________________________________
_________________ 

 
 
Learning/teaching 
 
.$J- $/- 
 Teacher: 

;A- $J- aR2- ?- ;R.-,  
I am teaching letters/writing 

aR2- 3-  
Student: 

.R%- $A- ;R.,  or  2a2- ?- ;R., 
I am studying/learning 
_____________________________________________________________
______________
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Teatime 
)- $% - :,%- =J- AJ- ;A/, 

Would you like some tea? 
 

3A/, )- 3A- :,%,  
No, I won't have tea. 
 

. J- :S - 3- 9J<, )- $%- :,%, 
Don't be polite (lit: don't talk like that).  Have some tea! 
 

3A/, #- PR 
No, thanks. 
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Travel 
 

&- ?J- 22?- 5$? - $ - /- ;R.- <J.,  3PR/- #%- 1- $:A- 3./ - = - ;R.- <J.,  
Where is the bus stop?    It's in front of that hotel. 
 

2R.- =- &- ?J- /3- :PR- =J- <J.,  8R$- 0<- (- 5S.- 2./- 0 - =- :PR- =J- 

<J., 
When does/will the bus to Tibet go?  It will go/goes at seven o'clock 
in the morning,    
 

\- (- &A- 5.- <J.,    |R<- 3R- 2./- 2&- . R/- s - <J.,  
How much is the fare?    It is seventy rupees 
 

&- ?J- :.A- z - ?- =- : PR- =J- AJ- <J., <J.- , :.A- z- ? - =- :PR- =J- <J., 
Will this bus go/is this bus going to Lhasa? Yes.  This will go/is going to 
Lhasa. 
 

=3- =- 2!$- =J-AJ- <J.,   <J., *A/- $%- 9- 3- 9- ? - = - 2!$ - =J- 

<J., 
Will it stop on the way?    Yes, it will stop at the place 
(we) eat lunch. 
 
 
_____________________________________________________________
_________________ 
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In a restaurant (1) 
 

%- <% - $*A?- 9- #% - &A$ - =- 9- 3 - 9- //- : P R- /,  
Shall we (two) go to eat at a restaurant? 
 
:R- ;, 9- #% - $ - /, 
Alright.  Which (lit: where) restaurant? 
 

2R.- 0: A- 9- #% - :. J:A- /%- =- : PR 
Let's go to that Tibetan restaurant. 
 
................................................................. 

#R- <J, #R.- ?- AJ- 3$ 
Hi there.   Are there any seats? 
 

3$ ;<- >R$ :.$- :.:, 
Yes, come in.  Have a seat. 
 
HR. -  :.$- A J-  =R-  $A  
Is your seat ok? 
 
:.$ 
Yes 
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9- 3- & A- 9 - o- ;R., 
What food (to eat) do you have? 
 
8R$- !- 9- 3- & A- ;R.,  /%- $./- &A- ;R.,  
What breakfast (lit:morning food) do you have?   (Kham: /%- $./) 
 

%-  =- 2R.-  )-  )- . 3-  $% - #<-  >R$ 
Give me a flask of Tibetan tea.  
 

%- =- 2 -$- =J2- .%- |R- %- 8A$- $/%- <R$?,  
Give me bread and an egg please. 
 

%- =- *A/- $8%- 9 - 3- 8A$- .$R?,  

I want/need (some) lunch. (Lhasa: *A/- $%) 

.%- 0R- (- P%- 3R- 8A$- 3R.- <R$?- IA?,  
First please give me (a/some) cold water. 
 

%- =- :V? - .%- 5S.- 3- 8A$- $/%- <R$?, 
Please give me rice and fried vegetables/meat. (using honorific request form) 
 

A- <R,  
Hey!  (informal, call to get attention) 

$3- 2Y$- 2$- =J2 - AJ- ;R., 
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Do you have fried bread? 
 

3J., ;A/- /- ;%- 29R- /- :PA$?- GA- <J., 
No, but we can make it, alright. 
 

 

,$?- eJ- (J-, $&A$- 29R-$/%- <R$?,  
Thank you.  Please make one/some. 
 

HJ.- =-$- 5.- .$R?,  
How much/many do you want? 
 

(J/- 0R- ;A/- /- $&A$- $A?- :PA$?,  (%- (%- ;A/- /- $*A?- .$R?, 
If they're big, one is enough.  If they're small, I want two. 
 

%- vR$- $A  

I am hungry 
 
 

(J/- 0R- <J., .0J- (J/- 0R- <J., 
They're big, very big. 
 

. J- :S- ;A/- /- $&A$ - $A? - :PA$? - <J.,  
Then, one will be enough. 
 

;A/- /- 3*3- .- > - 2Y$- #J< - 3- $& A$ - 29R-<R$?, 
But please make a plate of fried meat (usually beef, without juice, in India) to go 
with it.  (sometimes pronounced "sha trag") 
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>- &A- :S- .$R?- GA- <J., 
What kind of meat do you want? 
 

\%- >- ;R. - /- :PA$$? - GA- <J.,  
If you have beef, that will do. 
 

9- 3- & A- S- L%- ?R%, 
How was the meal? 
 

.0J- 8A3- 0R- L%- ?R%- ,$?- eJ- (J-, 
It was very tasty, thank you. 
 

.0J- >- &A- 5. - <J., 

How much (money) is it? 
 

|R<- 3R- 2./- &- . R/- s - <J.-, 
It is seventy-five (rupees/pence, etc.) 
 
_____________________________________________________________
_________________ 
 
 
 
In a restaurant (2) 
 

;<- 1J2?- $/%-,  
Please come in (using honorific verb forms) 
 

 
%- =- 9 - 3-8A$ - .$R?, 
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I would like (lit: want) want some food. 
 

.$R%- .$-  9- 3- $- <J- ;R.,  
What supper do you have? (lit: what evening food do you have?) 
 

.$R%- .$-  9- 3-.3A$?- $? = - &A- 3J.-  
We don't have any particular food for supper. 
 

HJ.- <%- =- 9 - 3-&A- .$R?,  
What would you like to eat? (Lit: What food do you want?) 
 

9- 3- & A- 3%$?- /- . J- ;R.,  
We have whatever food you order. 
 
%- =- ,$- 0 - 8A$- .$R?, 
I'd like (lit: I want) some soup/stew. 
 
 

,$- 0- &A- :S- 8A$ - .$R?, 
What kind of soup would you like? 
 

%- =- o - ,$- 8A$ - .$R?, 
I'd like noodle soup. 
 

,$- 0- >- ;R.- .$R?- .3- > - 3J.- .$R?, 
Do you want soup with meat or without meat? 
 

>- ;R.- ,$ - 0- ;A/ - /- :PA$ 
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Soup/tugpa without meat will be fine.  (Or…,$- 0- >- ;R. ) 
 

,$- 0- $- :S- L%- ?R%,  
How was the tugpa? 
 

,$- 0 - .0J- 8A3- 0R- L%- ?R%,  
The tugpa was very tasty. 
 

.0J- >- $- 5.- <J.-, 
How much is it? 
 

|R<- 3R- 2&R- s- <J., 
It's fifteen (rupees/pence/etc) 
 

,$?- eJ- (J, ;$ - 0R- 1J2?,  
Thankyou.  Goodbye.  
 
_____________________________________________________________
_________________ 

 
Arranging to meet up 
 

A- 5$?- (- 5S.- &A- 5. - <J.,  
What time is it now? 
 

(- 5S..- 2o.- 0- $=- /?- {< - 3- *A- >- <J.,  
It's twenty minutes past eight. 
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HR.- =? - !- =- /3? - :PR- =J- ;A/,  
When are you going to work? 
 

%- =?- !- =- (- 5S.  - .$- 0 - 3 - 9A/- = - {<- 3 - 2&- 43- =- :PR- =J- ;A/,  
I'll go to work at ten to nine. 
 

A- =J, . J- /?- *A/- $%- 9 - 3- /3?- 9- =J- <J.,  
I see.  Then what time is lunch? (lit. when will lunch be eaten) 
 

*A/- $%- 9- 3- (- 5S.- $&A$- 0 - = - <J.,  
Lunch is at one o'clock. 
 

. J- <A%- .$R%- .$- (- 5S.- S$- .%- KJ.- !- =- \R$- 2f/- 2v - ?- :PR- =J- AJ- ;A/, 
Are you going to see the film at six-thirty tonight? 
 

;A/- .%- ;A/, :PR- /- (R$ - $A %- 5S- :. A- /? - (- 5S.- S$- 0- 53- =- ,R/- ;R%,  
Yes, of course.   (If we go) that's fine.  Let's leave from here at about six 
o'clock. 
 

:R- ;- +$- +$- ;A/, 
OK, that's perfect. 
 
_______________________________________________
______________ 
 
Asking for directions 
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=3 - KR$?- :SA- 2,  

#R-  <J,  or A-  <R, 
Hi, there! (or "Hey you", though not so rude) 
 

mR$?- (J/ -  . $R/ -  0-  =- :PR-  ?: A-  =3 -  :$$- $- / ?-  <J., :. A-  / ?- <J. - . 3, 1-  / ?-  <J., 
Which path ( lit. from where) is the one that goes to Dzogchen Monastery?  Is 
it this one (lit. from here) or that one (lit. from there) ? 
 

1-  / ?- <J., 1-  / ?-  ;<-  :PR-  . $R?-  = J  -  <J., 
That way.  From there you have to go up. 
 

,$-  <A%- ,%-  & A-  :S- ;R. - = J-  <J., 
How far is it? 
 

,$-  <A%- 0R-  ;R. - =J-  3-  <J., =3 -  IA-  $& A$-  #$-  3-  . J- 2o. -  / ?- :P R- . $R?- = J-  <J., 
It's not far. You need to take (lit. go after entering) that middle path. 
 

A - m?, #-  S R, 
I see.  Thanks.  
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Going on pilgrimage 
 

$/? - {R<- =- :PR- .?, 

h R-  eJ- $./ -  =- $/? -  {R<- . % - 2!:- (R?- 8-  // -  :PR-  ??-  AJ-  :$ 
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Is anyone going to Bodh Gaya on pilgrimage and for (lit: in order to request) 
teachings? 
 
:$, :PR-  ??-  :$ %- <%-  ;% -  :PR- = J- ;A/, 
Yes.  People are going.  I'm also going. 
 
%-  $& A$-  0<-  :PR- / - *A. -  0R- ;R%-  =J- 3-  <J., %?- o-  $<- {. -  3A-  >J?-  0?- =3 -  #- =-  . !:- 

3R-  ;R% - ?-  <J., %- $* A?-  3*3-  .-  :PR- / -  (R$-  ?-  A J-  <J., 

It won't be fun if I go alone.  Because I don't know Hindi the journey might 
be hard. Would it be alright if the two of us went together? 
 
%-  5S- .3-0-  5S- L?-  / ?- :P R-  (R$- = J-  <J., 

We can go in groups. 
 
A - m?, %- R o- m? -  i3? - *< -  5$- . % - :P R-  (?- LJ. -  . $R?,  

 
I see.  I must tidy up my belongings and pack. 
 

%-  5S-  >R- !-  }-  3R-  =-  _R%-  :#R<- OJ-  1J/-  / ?- :PR-  ;, <J. -  2, 

Let's meet up early in the morning at the bus station, shall we? 
 
;-  <J., . J-  / ?, ;$-  3R-  28$?, 
Yes, ok.   Well, then, goodbye. (using honorific) 
 

$-  =J-  ?R%- A,  
'Bye. 
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________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

3 Sample Dialogues in Trehor dialect 
 
The Tibetan is exactly as written down my informant, Tashi Tsering, who reads these 
dialogues in the accompanying audio files.  
 
(1) 

@ R- MA$- &A- 2+$?- =- < J., 
What is your name? 
 

%:A- MA$- =-(….David…) - 2+$?- =- <J., 
My name is (…David…) 
 

@ R- *J- ?- $ - 2- < J., 
Where is your place of birth? 
 

%- *J- ?- /A:- ;R$ - <J.,  
I am from New York. 
 
 

@ R?- :.:A- &A- 29R- >J?- ;R.,  
What are you doing here? 
 

%?- :.:A- aR2- .R%- LJ.- >J?- ;R.,  
I am studying here. 
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aR2- .R%- &A- LJ.- >J?- ;R., 
What are you studying? 
 

2R.- {.  -.%- 2R.- ;A$-  aR2- .R%- LJ.- >J?- ;R., 
I am studying spoken and written Tibetan. 
 

2R.- {. -.%- 2R.- ;A$       -  >J?- AA- .!:- ., 
Are spoken and written Tibetan difficult? 
 

0%- 3R- 3A- 2!:- .,  >J?- 4 - .2%- <J., 
Not very difficult.  It's easy. 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
(2)   
 

.% R?- P2, A- ?$ - (- 5S.- .- <J.,  
Ngodrup, what time is it now? 
 

(- 5S.- $*A?- 0- 2 c= - /?- {<- 3- * A- >- <J.- 3$ 
It is twenty past two. 
 

@ R- =?- #%? - /%- =- /%?- : PR- =- ;A/, 
What time are you going in to the office? 
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%- =?-#%? - =- (- 5S.- .$- 0- 9A/- = - {<- 3- 2&- ;R$ - <J- :PR-$A- ;A/, 

I'll go to the office at ten to nine. 
 

. J- /?- *A/- $8%- # - =$ - (- 5S.- .- <J.,  
Then, what time is lunch? 
 

*A/- $8%- #- =$ - (- 5S.-2&- $*A?- +$ - +$ - =- <J., 
Lunch is at exactly twelve o'clock. 
 
 

. J- <A%- 35/- (- 5S.- S$- .%- KJ.- !- =- \R$- 2f/- v- 3A- : PR- =- A- ;A/, 
Are you going to see the film at six-thirty tonight? 
 

;A/, :PR- /- :PA$?- ., %? - 5%- :. A- /? - (- 5S.- S$- .%- {<- 3 - 2& R- s- 

43- =- 4. - :R%, 
Yes, (if we go) that's fine.  Let's leave from here at about six fifteen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(3) 
 

. J- <A%- 5K?- 0- .- <J., 
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What's the date today? 
 

. J- <A%- 5K?- 0- 2&- =3 - <J.,  
Isn't it the tenth today?   
 

#- ?% - 5K?- 0 - .$- ;A/ - ?-<J.,  
Yesterday was the ninth, probably. 
 

. J?- /?, ?% - *A/- $9:- &A- <J., 
Then, what day is it tomorrow? 
 
 

?% - *A/- $9:- 0- ?%?- <J.,  
It is Friday tomorrow. 

^- 2 - :.A- ^ - 2- 28A- 0- A- <J.- :R3,  
Isn't it the fourth month (i.e. April) this month?  

<J.,  ^- 2-28A- 0 -<J.,  
Yes.  It is the fourth month. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fillers and hesitation 
5B$- z$ -  
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& A-  9J<- <J-  . $R?, (spelling?)  "What should I say?" probably equivalent to the 

English "erm"! 
<J. -  =?, (spelling?)  "Isn't it?"  Quite like "you know" or "right?" in 

English, just a rhetorical checking-in with the listener. 
 

*A. -  . 3, (actually pronounced "shi da", so this spelling is tentative).  

"Great!"  or "lovely!", an enthusiastic interjection of approval, often used 
when responding to good news, for example, on the phone.  
A - #-  #, "oh dear!"  or "poor you/poor thing!", an expression of sympathy. 

3-  5, Usually pronounced as I've written, but I think more correctly written 

3-  5.,    Used to start a sentence adding something further to a previous point, 

in a similar way to "And what's more…"  
 
A - =?, or A -  =J, and A-  m?, both mean "I see" - used a bit like "Uhuh" in 

English, though the latter seems to show more surprise. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bodily functions:useful phrases and idioms 
 

*A.- .0J- P%- 3R- #$- $A- :.$   
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He is sleeping very soundly (?) 

*A.- 2?.- ?R%,  
He's awake (woken up) 

$9A3- ? - 2. J- 3R- L%- AJ- ?R%, 
Did you sleep well? 

&A- ;A/- $R 
What is it/ what's the matter? (sometimes without the final particle) 

:- o=- L? - ?R%,  
(spelling?) I am knackered/ done in.  (This is a colloquial, slightly teasing 
expression) 

HR.- AJ- vR$ -  
Are you hungry? 
 

%- vR$- $A 
I am hungry 
 

%- $&A/- $+ R%- 8A$- :PR- .$R?- :.$ 
I need to go and pee.  (This is ok to say in Kham, but in Amdo it would be 
embarrasing, and better to use: 

%- |R- = - 8A$- : PR- .$R? - :.$ 
(Lit:) I need to go to the door (= toilet) 
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/%- $./- &A- ;R.,  
What's for breakfast? 
 
(N.B. The next few sentences are in Dzogchen area dialect, with some phonetic spellings) 

HR.- <% - $A- 8R- :,%- AJ- 2?3 - #A, 

Would you like (lit: to drink) some yoghurt? 
 

%- :,%- 2?3 - #A,  
Yes, I'd like (to drink) some. 
 
 

%- :,%- 3A- 2?3- #A, 
No, I don't want any. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Miscellaneous vocabulary 
 

.$J- 2- ;R.-   
please (Kham) 
 

{- *J.-   

please (Lhasa) 
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0$- 3R-  Very (after adjectives) 

 

0$- ?R%-  afraid 

}- ?R-  (Kham) 3./- = -  (Lhasa)  In front of/before  

 
Relatives 
 
If you're a man: 
 

Y?-  3R, or YA%- 3R, sister 

%/ -  ;, brother 

 
If you're a woman: 
%/ -  ;-  3, sister 

f A%-  0R, brother 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


